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Eleven Tasks for Urban Design
MICHAEL SORKIN

U
rban design is a rump. Founded in a vacated crack between architecture and planning,

its aim was to rescue physical urbanism from the humongous onus of ‘planning’. Not

an unreasonable aim. The yoking of the roughshod therapies of urban renewal with

the enervated stylings of Modernism – the double culmination of the long march of a universal-
ism that had long since lost its way – had, by the 1960s, given planners a permanently bad name.

Like the craven lie of Vietnam, the decimation wreaked on neighbourhoods ‘for their own good’

exposed a contradiction that could not but collapse the structures that produced it.

Ironically, the critique came simultaneously from opposing directions. Progressives – including

locally-based ‘advocacy’ planners – attacked the juggernaut of command urbanism, exposed its

anti-democratic, racist assumptions, and sought to empower local communities. The preserva-
tionism of the 1960s and 1970s was galvanised as an oppositional practice, in defence of homes

and neighbourhoods threatened by highways, urban renewal, and development. Its stewardship

of the existing urban fabric opposed homogenising solutions by establishing a link between life

and place, defending the complex, elusive, ecologies of neighbourhood against the one-dimen-
sional fantasies of the planners.

While this fight for community control was being waged politically, a second, more purely formal

critique was launched from the camp of the Post-Modernists who assailed Modernist architecture

not simply as the expression of the planners’ disciplinary designs but as their source. With its re-
flexive venerations of tradition and its preferences for historical stylings and the forms of the pre-
industrial city, architectural Post-Modernism was undergirded by a very different set of political

assumptions than those of progressive preservationists. Implicitly and often explicitly, this back-
ward-looking urbanism evoked and celebrated the putative social relations of ‘simpler’ times, a

monochrome, paternalistic vision of unalienated labour in an unpressured environment: Rea-
ganville. But this Post-Modernist nostalgia participated in the same fallacy which doomed the Mod-
ernism it sought to displace: conflating principles with forms, it both imputed superior virtue to

particular styles and insisted that architecture was the answer. As the only vigorous and ‘new’ ar-
gument available about the form of the city, though, this neo-conservative, historicist, view swept

the field, rapidly becoming the default paradigm for academic urban design.
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We suffer such a poverty of vision. Urban design can provide a remedy by cultivating numerous

fresh fantasies of urban desirability, happy futures which exceed the mindful simplicities of both

modernism and historicism to produce places of ravishing complexity. For this, we need the most

dedicated and optimistic research. Without it, our cities will simply recycle themselves into increas-
ingly ersatz locales, Disneylands of disconnect between form and meaning, scenes of architectural

rituals that grow emptier and emptier. Without it, our cities will choke on their own waste, subject

to ever more dire forms of collapse as they grow too far beyond comprehension and tractability. 

While there can never be – should never be – a single architectural answer to the form of the city,

there must be a complicit set of principles governing the urban project, principles which inform

but do not finalise the myriad individuations that must become the goal of a revitalised urban de-
sign practice. Even as we revere the glorious legacies of thousands of years of successful urbanism,

the struggles both of modernism and of its critique are simply too important to be abandoned as

an invigorating, dynamic basis for thinking about the future of the city.

Here is a brief agenda for an urbanism both precedented and freely imagined:

1. REINFORCE NEIGHBOURHOODS

The neighbourhood must be at the centre. If the city is to resist the homogenisations of the global

culture and to nurture local culture and participation, then the delineability and vigour of the neigh-
bourhood must be assured. The neighbourhood is the means by which the social city is compre-
hended. Urban designers should work to create and reinforce neighbourhoods that situate both the

conveniences and necessities of daily life within easy walking compass of places of residence, that

maximise economic, social, cultural, and ecological self-sufficiency, that assert an autonomous

physical character, and that share equitably in the benefits and responsibilities of the larger me-
tropolis. Extent – the coalescence of scale, density, dimension, and activity – is the threshold of ur-
banity and we have lost the knack of its most intimate meanings.

2. MAKE IT SUSTAINABLE

The logic of urban ecology demands a restoration of the greatest reasonable degree of self-suffi-
ciency: local self-reliance is the lesson of global interdependence. Urban designers must become

the economists of energy cycles, oxygen production, thermal regulation, agriculture, raw and reused

materials – all the quiddities of the city. The issue is not invariably to begin with a fixed form and

imagine how it might be improved by modest variations – a catalytic converter, an airbag... – but

to responsibly conjure the marvellous.

3. ADD GREEN EVERYWHERE

The city exists as both an exception and a complement to its territory, legible only in relation to the

Part of the legacy of the oppositional origins of citizen participation and neighbourhood preser-
vationism is a generalised fear of physical models. Decades of well-rehearsed critiques of the Mas-
ter Plan have resulted in a kind of baby-with-the-bathwaterism, in a reticence of vision. While

many fine designs have been conceived for the refitting of neighbourhoods based on empowerment,

sustainability, pedestrianism, or post-Daddy-Mummy-and-Me domesticity, few projects for that

transcend received models have been formulated. Today, the field is dominated by the rejiggered

suburbanism of the so-called ‘new’ urbanists. The far more promising – indeed crucial – sens-
ibility of environmentalism is hemmed by its almost complete lack of a constituency among archi-
tects, planners (and politicians) and by its corollary failure to produce a critical mass of legible ur-
banistic innovation.

This must be reversed. Our existing cities need gentle (and rapid) retrofitting with an elaborating

apparatus of sustainability, with gardens and solar collectors, with ecological construction, with

traffic-free streets and neighbourhoods made over by the algorithms of walk-time. But this is not

enough: too often, green models are themselves propositions about decay, about allowing the con-
temporary city to decompose until it reacquires the character of the historic one, another style of

preservationism. While it is crucial, of course, to nurture the best parts of our cities, the vital neigh-
bourhoods and the climax forms, these tasks cannot delimit the agenda of an urbanism that truly

looks to the future. Fixated on the historical city as a source for its own inventions, urban design to-
day both blinkers itself against the emergence of marvellous new architectures and largely resists

coming to grips with urbanism’s greatest crisis, the crazy, disastrous, explosion of the fringe. Sub-
ject to abundant critique that never rises above itself, the edge city remains an imaginative waste-
land, uncomprehended by designers who – fixated on historical patterns as both the locus and

boiler-plate for their research – give themselves over to monofuntional enclavism and the rarefac-
tions of pure nostalgia.

Urban design is ready for an explosion of fresh forms, inspired by the democratic roots of the

critique of modernist urbanism, by a deeply ecological sensibility, by a fond embrace of the plur-
alist character of our culture, and by a critical incorporation of the new and inescapably trans-
formative technologies of electronic adjacency. This will lead not simply to the evolution of ex-
isting urban centres but must inevitably also result in the construction of many entirely new cities.

A world population growing exponentially and our wounded biosphere demand no less. Ur-
ban design needs to escape the comfortable mire of mastery over forms and circumstances long

ago learned: restoring existing cities to their original scales and patterns is no longer a funda-
mental problem for the architectural imagination, however thorny such a project may be social-
ly, politically, or economically.
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happy inhabitation is the marker of agreement. Here is a site for thinking architecture, for a science

and art of replacing rival, hostile, claims with a crafting of unvalenced difference. What is want-
ed is a city with an infinity of views that embody a luxury of choices, not a system of privileges.

7. FINESSE THE MIX

What has begun to happen to the city as locationality really begins to float is a saturation of the

mix. As production ceases to foul the environment, as classes, races, and nationalities learn to de-
sist in denying each others’ enjoyment – enforcing segregation – and as communication becomes

truly transparent, anything might appear anywhere. All the new species produced by our dizzy-
ingly splicing culture demand a city in which they will be able to live together comfortably, not the

zoning and monofunction of the planners. Urban design must keep pace by exploring the tecton-
ics not simply of new use but of unpredictable transformation, creating cities that are as malleable

as lofts and as fixed as works of art. One of the main territories of this investigation will necessar-
ily be the compatibility of sizes, likely to become the main problematic of use harmonisation. An-
other will be the constant consideration of the appropriateness of various juxtapositions, questions

of the deepest political and artistic import. Cities, after all, are juxtaposition engines, mutation ma-
chines. Theories of propriety, though, are necessary if we are to choose among endless possibilities

and make the urban work collective.

8. ELABORATE MOVEMENT

It is time for a radical shift towards human locomotion in cities. The automobile is not simply a

doomed technology in its current form, it has proved fundamentally inimical to urban density. En-
forcing the hydra of attenuation and congestion, the car usurps the spaces of production and health,

of circulation and enjoyment, of greenery, of safety. Fitted to the bodies of cities which could nev-
er have anticipated it, the car is a disaster in town. We cannot again repeat the mistake of retro-
fitting the city with a technology that does not love it, with railway cutting or freeways. Cars must

lose their priority, yielding both to the absolute privilege of pedestrians and to something else as well,

something that cannot yet be described, to a skein of movement each city contours to itself. This

may well involve various forms of mechanical (or biological) technology but urban design – in

considering the matter – should reject the mentality of available choices and formulate rational bases

for fresh desires. If we cannot even describe the characteristics of superb urban transport – invis-
ible? silent? small? leisurely? mobile in three axes? friendly? – this is because we have not taken the

trouble to really imagine it.

9. LOCALISE ARCHITECTURE

Architecture is urban by convention, recording accumulated compacts. Climax is the key: cities

are form-makers and urban design should astutely recognise indigenous forms that have reached

some kind of perfection. Beautiful logics once established – whether the brownstones of Brooklyn

green spaces in which it sits and which sit in it. Use of these spaces is a fundamental right of city

citizens and urban design should work to guarantee this in terms of convenience and variety, both

private and public. This distribution of green should effect both the location of construction and

its form. Consider, for example, the architecture that might result if the equivalent of fifty or seven-
ty or a hundred percent of the surface of a city were to be green, how building might harbour and

support it. We are too caught up in an artificial dichotomy between the city and nature: the house

and garden (even the city and its parks) are only the most tentative and preliminary expressions of

the possibilities.

4. SECURE THE EDGE

Cities run the risk of asphyxiating in their own extent. There is a boundary of apraxia, a point of

absolute dysfunction beyond which the city simply can no longer perform coordinated actions. The

urban edge secures the viability of the city both functionally and perceptually. The delineability of

the city is pre-condition for a sense of citizenship, therefore of urban democracy. Again, the logic

of governance in a globalising culture and economy will demand a strengthening of locality, not a

progressive dissipation of the autonomy of cities into the increasingly artificial economies of na-
tion-states. City edges – however permeable – are also formal, sets of places. It seems fundamental

that one should be able to actually leave town: the ‘edge city’ means you never can. 

5. MAKE PUBLIC PLACES

There is simply no substitute for the physical spaces of public assembly. Increasingly imperilled by

commercialisation, electronification, criminality, and neglect, both the idea and the forms of gath-
ering are a central subject for the imagination of urban design. Public space is the lever by which

urban design works on the city, by which the subtle relations of public and private are nourished.

A fixation on the media of production of these spaces has overcome any passion for their quality,

even as a Nielsenesque resignation stupidly celebrates any gathering, however it is induced. Urban

design must keep Giants’ Stadium from annihilating Washington Square even as it seeks all the

alternatives in-between. The Internet is great but it ain’t Piazza Navona: free association and chance

encounter still demand the meeting of bodies in space. Embodiment is the condition of accident

and accident is a motor of democracy.

6. BE SURE ROOMS HAVE VIEWS

Modernist urbanism was not all bad. Le Corbusier’s three qualities – light, air, and greenery – still

form a matrix for urban design. The issue lies in making sure all the views are not the same. The

architecture of the city is the compact of conflicting desires, continuously unfolding. If the Ameri-
can frontier offered a vision of absolute vision, of an untrammelled homestead unlimited by the

physical presence of one’s neighbour (a fantasy stoked by the sure psychical symmetry of Jefferson’s

infinite grid), the city is the instrument and the laboratory of adjudicated desire, in which every
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or the labyrinths of Fex – are entitled to architectural citizenship, to a certain inalienability of rights.

Climax – a term borrowed from foresters – is a condition of homeostasis, a permanent stage of

growth. In cities, this must be nurtured both in use and in form. Form, after all, does enjoy a cer-
tain autonomy, originating in use and circumstances but eventually free of them. Reinforcing such

character is a great task for urban design. Reproducing or simulating it is not. Fresh climaxes will

not reproduce those of the past but will seek out new forms of locality. This new indigenous could

come from anywhere in global culture, from the creativity of any individual, from bio-regional

particulars or simply from memory. Urban design must cultivate the shoots of distinction.

10. DEFEND PRIVACY

We have probably spent a little too much time critiquing the failures of the public realm and not

enough searching for alternatives to the dispirited lexicon of official public space and activity. Pub-
lic space should be about choice and choice, finally, is a private matter. Public space needs to be

rethought not simply as a series of sites but as a conceptual resource out of which an infinity of pri-
vate fantasies and behaviours can be drawn, a construct at once ineffable and available, a vast col-
lective reservoir for the watering of individual activities not yet imagined and possibly secret. The

range of private choices which surround the public realm define it absolutely. Urban design is a

bridge between these realms.

11. MAKE IT BEAUTIFUL

For urban designers, finally, there is no other goal. We are negligent in our tasks if we fail to engage

deep desire, the means by which we enlarge the city of sense, the millionfold techniques of an

urban erotics.

For projects by Michael Sorkin, the reader is referred to pls. 148-153.
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